In the classification of simple right alternative rings of characteristic not two it is still an open question whether there exist any which are not alternative, in contrast to characteristic two, where there do exist division rings which are not alternative [8] . A number of people have worked on this problem and were able to prove the alternative identity whenever they assumed an additional hypothesis such as finite dimensionality [1, 3] , other identities [6, 7] , or internal conditions on the ring [4, 5, 9] . It seems natural to try to tackle the case where there exists an idempotent e Φ 1 in R such that (β, e, R) = 0. If one could establish in this case that all simple R of characteristic not 2 are alternative, then this would be a natural generalization of the theorem of Albert [2] for alternative rings, in which he showed that a simple alternative ring with idempotent e Φ 1 had to be either associative or a Cayley vector matrix algebra of dimension eight over its center.
In this paper we do not quite achieve this result, for we need to strengthen the hypothesis of simplicity to the assumption that the ring has no proper right ideals. On the other hand there is a good deal of information here that should prove useful in either romoving the hypothesis of (e, β, R) = 0, or in constructing an example of a simple, right alternative ring of characteristic not two which is not alternative, if indeed such an example exists.
The main tool here is the fact that (β, e, R) = 0 allows a Peirce decomposition into four "subspaces" R ifj , ί,j -0,1 as in the associative and alternative cases. The multiplication table for these subspaces differs in six places from the same table for alternative rings. By constructing appropriate right ideals we show in fact that the tables are the same. In the process we reduce the problem to the one studied by M. Humm-Kleinfeld [4] , although by that time one can deduce from our work quite readily that indeed R must be alternative.
2 Preliminary identities* In the course of the paper we require a number of identities which are true in arbitrary right alternative rings of characteristic not two: 87 88 ERWIN KLEINFELD (1) (αδ, c, d) + (α, δ, (c, d) Proofs of these identities may be found on page 940 of [5] .
( 4) (ab)e = a(bc) + a(cb) -(ac)b, also holds as this is the linearization of the right alternative identity.
3* Peirce decomposition* Henceforth in the paper, we assume that R is a right alternative ring of characteristic not two, and that R contains 1 and an idempotent of e Φ 1, such that (β, e, R) = 0. If we define R i3 = {x e R \ ex = ix, xe = jx} and i, j = 0,1, then R may be decomposed into a direct sum by R = R n + R 10 + R 01 + R 0Q . HummKleinfeld has shown on page 166 [4] that the multiplication table of the R i5 has the following containment properties:
Thus the first entry gives the information that (R n ) 2 c R n + R Q1 , etc. Besides, it is true that x 2 H e R iiy and whenever i Φ j that x 2 i5 e R u as well as x\ ό = 0.
Throughout the paper whenever we need to refer to this result we shall use the phrase "it follows from the table that..."
We should bear in mind that in an alternative ring there are six places where stronger assertions can be made. Proof. Let x llf y n e R n , z 1Q e R ί0 . From the table it is obvious that (#m 2ioι Vn) -0. Hence, using the right alternative identity, 0 = (X ll9 Vn, Zio) = (»ii2/n)«io ~ «u(2/n«io) Let x u y n = α u + δ 01 . Then, by substituting this in the previous equation, it follows that a n z ι0 + b 01 z 1Q -XuiVn^io) = 0, so that δ 01 z 10 = %n(VnZio) -a n z lQ e R 1Q Π RQQ = 0, by use of the table. Hence, δ 01 2 10 = 0, thus proving the first part. Also let z Q1 eR 01 .
Then
From the right alternative identity it follows that ^io#n 1" ίoiV^oi#n/ ~ ^oi(^oi#ii) ^ -"'io> using the same reasons as before. But then t 01 x n e T Q1 and thus T 01 R n c Γ01. Also, from the definition of T 01 it follows almost immediately that T 01 i? 10 = 0, and T Oί R 0ί (zR ίO , while the table implies that T Oί R oo = 0. Let P(n) be the n + l sί term in the sum that defines T, and let U(n) = T Oί + Γoi^oi + + P(w), be the sum of the first n + 1 terms in the definition of T. We shall prove by induction that P(n)R n (z U(n), P(n)R 1Q d U(n) and P(n)R m a U(n). We have already seen this is true for n = 0. Assume it is true for n and then we shall prove it true for n + 1. We abbreviate P(n) by simply P. Then using (4) Consequently, P(n + l)4c U(n + 1) for A = R n , R 1Oί and R 0Q . This completes the induction. But then, TAaT.
Of course, also TR 01 aT. But then, TRcT and, hence, T is a right ideal of R. Also, P(l) = T Q1 R 01 c:R 10 by definition of T 01 . Hence P(2) a R 10 R 0ί a R nj and so P(3) c i^oi c 22 1O . Thence P(2n + 1) c JB 10 and P(2w) c 22 U , so that ΓcΓoi + ΛJi o + J?nc JBoi + Rio + #ii. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We note that there is complete symmetry if the idempotent e is replaced by the idempotent 1 -e. In terms of the Peirce decomposition this has the effect of simply permuting subscripts. We shall frequently use this play in order to obtain new results from theorems already proved, and justify it by stating that "we may reverse subscripts...." Thus we may assert: 
'00
Proof. The right ideal T of Lemma 2 cannot be R since 1 -e e would then have to be zero, contrary to assumption. But then T = 0, hence T 01 = 0. But Lemma 1 implies that (RlJoi 6 T 01 , so that (ϋϋίjoi = 0, hence R\ x c R n . But then we may reverse subscripts and obtain the second corollary as well.
In the remainder of the paper we shall assume tacitly that, in addition, R has no proper right ideals, so that we may freely use the results of the last two corollaries. LEMMA 3. R n is associative.
Proof. Let A = Σ (#u, #n, #n) + #n(#n, Rn, Rah Since R 1Q R n -0 follows from the table, while R 2 n c R n because of Corollary 1, we can easily verify that (JB 10 , R n , Rn) = 0. Select w lu y ni z ni e R n and x 1Q e R 1Q . Then substitute a = w lu b = x 10 , c = y n , d = z n in (1), obtaining (W n X m Vn, «n) + (Wn, X 10 , (Vn, ^11)) = Wufeo, 2/n, «n) + K, 2/n, «ii)»io -However, by inspection (jβ u , R 1Q , R n ) -0, as a consequence of the table, so that only one term survives in the preceding equation. Thus (JB U , R n , Rn)Rio = 0. We have already observed that (R n , R ι0 , R n ) = 0. If we apply the right alternative identity in this situation then it follows that (R n , R 1U R l0 ) = 0, and hence (R n ,(R n , Rm Ru), Rio) = 0.
Expanding the last associator, thus R n (R n , R 1U R n )'Rio = 0. But then,
it follows from the table that AR 00 = 0. Besides, it is well known that even if R n where an arbitrary ring, not necessarily right alternative, that A is always a two-sided ideal of R n , so that AR n c:A.
Let us form
where the ^ί Λ term is obtained from the preceding by right multiplication by R Oί , except for n = 1. As in the proof of Lemma 2 the reader may easily check that B is a right ideal of R using induction. But the odd terms in the equation defining B are contained in R n , while the even terms are contained in JS 10 , using the table. Hence, B a R 10 + R n . Since B -R implies 1 -e -0, we must have B -0, hence A = 0. Thus R n is associative, completing the proof of the lemma.
COROLLARY. R QQ is associative.
Proof. We may reverse subscripts in the lemma. Proof. It follows from Lemma 4-(i) that α 01 e # 10 # 0 i + #Io + #oo#io Using (4) Proof. Let α 01 e B 01 , δ 10 e JR 10 and x n , n n eβ n . As a result of (1) using Lemma 5 and the right alternative identity. Now if we compare the last three equations we conclude that {b m a Q^( x n y n -y n %n) -0. At this point Lemma 4-(iv) may be utilized to conclude that for every z n eR n , z n (x n y n -y n %n) = 0. In particular we may choose z n -e. Then because of Lemma 2-Corollary 1, x tϊ y n -y n x n -0. Thus R n is seen to be commutative. By reversing subscripts, it follows that R oo is also commutative. This completes the proof of the lemma. DEFINITION. We define Q oo = nilpotent elements of R oo , and Q n = nilpotent elements of R n .
We note, since R n , R oo are associative, commutative, subrings of R, that Q n is an ideal of R n and Q oo an ideal of R Q0 .
LEMMA 8. // a n e R n , b 01 e R 01 , c 10 e iί 10 , then d n = (a n 6 01 )c 10 = (a n , δ O i, <ao) = -(^n, c 1Q , δ 01 )
satisfies d\ x = 0, so £&a£ c? n e Q n . Similarly, if then doo = 0 and d m e Q 0Q . Thus (R n R Q1 )R 1Q c Q n and (R 00 R 10 )R 0ί c ζ) 00 .
Proof. As a result of (4), (c^AiKo = ^nΦoίCio + ^IO^OI) -(«n0io)6oi. But α n (δ 01 c 10 ) e iϊnJBoo = 0, from the table, while α n (c 10 6 0 i) e Rli c i2 u , -(αn0io)&oi s R 10 R 01 czRny using the table and Lemma 2-Corollary. Hence (a n b Q1 )c 10 e R n and so (R n R 01 )R 10 c:R n .
Let / 
Then Q is a right ideal of R.
Proof. Most of the calculations involved are routine, and (4) As we have already observed, ζ) n is an ideal of JR U , and so Qiii2 n cQ u . Q n R lo c:Q. Q n R 0l aR n R 01 . Q n R 0Q = 0. (QMR^R^ = 0. In order to obtain the desired inclusion for (Qni2io)i2 lo , we observe first that u% = 0 follows from the table, hence αί 0 = 0, so that a 2 10 e Q n . By linearization, then α lo 6 lo + δio^io e Q u . If q n e Q n , then q n a 10 e R 101 so that (? 11 α lo )δ lo + δ lo (? 11 α lo ) = 5; 1 eQ 11 . However, using (4), (6 10 Next we shall work on each of the three terms in the right hand side of (5) Now piecing together various inclusions we see that
By combining (5), (6), (7), and (8) we now see that
, as a result of Lemma 6. However, in the process of establishing (8) 
(R 01 R lQ )R 10 c R oo Rίo = 0 .
Because of (4) (9), which may now be rewritten as (x Q1 q n y 10 y = -(a? O i<7ii#io, ^oi, ffn^io). But -{x Ql q n y^ #oi, ffu^io) = («oi?ii2/io, ?n2/io, Soi) = ([»oiϊii2/io][?nί/iol)ί»oi as a result of the right alternative identity and the table. Moreover, such an element belongs to (JBOO-KIO)^OI c Qoo, as a result of Lemma 8. Thus (x^q^y^f eQ 00 . But then it is obvious that x 01 q n yio £ Qoo Assume inductively that x^q^y^ e Q oo whenever the degree of nilpotency of q n is k <n and let us then consider the case when q n has degree of nilpotency n. As before, the proof that -(XoiQuyio, tiffin 2/io) e Q oo goes over. Now (q n , y 10 , x 01 ) e R n so that (q n , y m x ol )q n e R n . Lemmas 3 and 6 imply that R n is both associative and commutative so that ί (tfn, #io, ^oi) (4), ίii(*n, »oi, 2/oi) + (in, &oi, 2/oi)*n-But ί? ± = 0, while (in, in, (#oi> 2/oi)) ^ (-Kiu RUJ -^00 + -Rio) = 0 , so the left hand side of the last equation is zero. If we let (t n x 01 )y 01 = α u , and ί u (a? O i2/oi) = K, then i u (a n -6 10 ) + (α 1L -6 10 )ί u = 0. But ί u 6 10 = in(iπ[#oi2/oi]) = -(in, in, α?oi2/oi) e (Λ n , i? u , i? 00 + i?io) = 0, while δ 10 ί u = 0, from the table. Thus t n a n + a n t n = 0. Then from Lemma 6 we have 2έ 11 α 11 = 0, so that t n a n -0. Proof. We observe that Q, as defined in Lemma 9, has six of the eight terms appearing in S. Indeed we can extract the following inclusions directly from the proof of Lemma 9. This completes half of the required number of inclusions. The remaining ones follow by reversing subscripts. This completes the proof of the lemma.
COROLLARY. S = 0.
Proof. Assume S =£ 0. Then it follows from the lemma that S = R. But then from the directness of the Peirce decomposition we must have Q n = R n . Since eίQ n , while eeR n , we have reached a contradiction. Hence, S = 0. Proof. Suppose Q =£ 0. Then as a result of Lemma 9, Q = R. Since the corollary to Lemma 13 gives us S = 0, looking at Lemma 9 we see that i? = R n R 01 + (R n R Q1 )R O i + iC^io + CB 0 o#io)#io. Since the Peirce decomposition is direct, then i? n i2 01 -R 10 . But from this it follows that iϋ lo i?io c (R n Roi)Rio c Q n , as a result of Lemma 8. But Q u cS = 0, hence JS 10 JB 10 = 0. At this point form U -R n + R 1Q . Then it follows from the table that R^R^ c R n , R n R 1Q c JB 10 , JBU-BOI <= -β l0 , Λii^oo -0, Λ.oiίn -0, i2 10J B 10 = 0, R lQ RoiC:R n , R 10 R 0Q c:R 10 , so that U must be a right ideal. If U = R, then R oo = 0, so since 1 -e 6 R Q0 , we would have β = 1, contrary to assumption. On the other hand if U = 0, then β -0, also a contradiction. The contradiction was brought about by supposing Q Φ 0. Hence, Q = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now ready to state and prove our main result. Proof. Combining Lemmas 14 and 10, it follows that the table must be the same as that for an alternative ring and that R oo and R n have no nilpotent elements. Then it follows from the main theorem of [4] that R must be alternative. However, the reader can get by with proving only Lemmas 14, 15, and 17 of that paper, since Lemma 16 coincides with our Lemma 7. Once R is alternative, the main result of [2] makes R either associative or a Cayley vector matrix algebra. But R cannot be associative, for having an identity element and no proper right ideals force R to be a division ring, which in turn could not have an idempotent e Φ 1. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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